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Abstract 

This paper explores the possibilities to automatically code scientific reasoning and argumentation 

(SRA). Our empirical work extends two previous studies. Those studies used transcribed verbal data to 

develop a reliable coding scheme on SRA in the domains of teacher education and social work. In the 

present paper we introduce the results of an automated coding system we developed to assess SRA in 

these two domains. We discuss within- and cross-domain experiments and consider further 

improvements.     

Keywords: scientific reasoning and argumentation, automated text classification, cross-

domain generalizability 
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Background 

Scientific reasoning and argumentation (SRA) is a complex process (Kuhn et al., 2000) which 

makes its assessment challenging for instructional design. Moreover, with the growth of computer-

based and online learning platforms (in particular, MOOCs), the need to automatically assess SRA 

processes has become more widespread among course-developers so as to provide adaptive support 

(Dyke et al., 2013) for learners. The present empirical work investigates the capabilities and 

limitations of automated text classification for SRA processes across different domains of practice. 

The SRA framework (Fischer et al., 2014) we applied identifies eight epistemic activities of SRA. 

While solving problems, reasoners might (1) identify the problem itself; (2) develop questions for 

further investigation; (3) set hypotheses; (4) generate evidence; (5) evaluate evidence; (6) draw 

conclusions; (7) create artefacts; and (8) communicate their ideas with others. Two previous studies 

developed a coding scheme to capture epistemic activities of SRA in the domains of teacher education 

(Csanadi, Kollar & Fischer, 2015) and social work (Ghanem et al., 2015). Their findings suggest that 

the epistemic activities of SRA can be reliably captured during practitioners’ problem solving. Recent 

developments have given rise to computer-supported scientific reasoning assessments (e.g., Gobert et 

al., 2013). Automated text classification techniques developed by computer scientists in collaboration 

with domain experts may facilitate the process of text and discourse analysis (Kelly et al., 2015; 

Mayfield & Rosé, 2013). The novelty of the present research is the development of an automated text 

classification system that is based on fine-grained semantic information (e.g., discourse markers) to 

capture epistemic activities of scientific inquiry. This paper investigates (1) the potential of automated 

classification of SRA in professional problem solving; and (2) whether SRA can be reliably assessed 

across different domains.  

Method 

The present study relies on two German datasets from earlier studies. Study 1 (Csanadi et al., 

2015) represents an experimental study with 39 teacher students discussing a problem case from their 

future practice for ten minutes, either alone or in pairs. In Study 2 (Ghanem et al., 2015), 22 social 

work students and 26 probation officers were asked to think aloud individually about a problem case 

(5-10 minutes on average). Both studies followed the coding recommendations of Chi (1997) and 
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Strijbos et al. (2006). First, audio data were transcribed. Then, a segmentation procedure divided the 

text into propositional units (80 - 85% reliability). Finally, a coding scheme was utilized that the 

authors developed to capture the eight epistemic activities of SRA (Fischer et al., 2014). Their coding 

approach resulted in acceptable reliability: κ = 0.68 (Study 1) and κ = 0.69 (Study 2). After 

segmentation, Study 1 contained approximately 2,700 units, and Study 2 contained approximately 

4,500 units. 

For the automatic coding process, we used DKPro TC
1
 with Conditional Random Fields (CRF; 

Okazaki, 2007) to model the sequential nature of the SRA process. The CRF model is trained on a set 

of lexical (e.g., word n-grams) and dictionary features (LIWC classes for German; Wolf 2008), 

syntactic features (e.g., part-of-speech tags), discourse features (e.g., discourse markers; Eckle-Kohler 

et al., 2015), and semantic features (e.g., semantic domain labels from GermaNet). We carried out 

both within-domain experiments (10-fold cross-validation on the entire data from Study 1 resp. Study 

2) as well as cross-domain experiments (training on entire data from Study 1 and testing on the entire 

data from Study 2 and vice versa). For each unit, the CRF had to predict one of nine codes (8 

epistemic, 1 non-epistemic). We tested different types of features individually, and added a baseline 

predictor which always predicts the most frequent code from the training data.  

Results 

The results are displayed in Table 1. For both studies, the within-domain experiments clearly 

outperformed the baseline. Study 1 yielded slightly better scores when micro-averaging over units 

(accuracy), while for Study 2 the macro-averaged scores over the nine epistemic activities (F1) are 

better. Cross-domain experiments yielded drastically lower performance, in the case of training on 

Study 2 data and testing on Study 1 data, the results could not outperform the baseline. From the 

feature types we considered, lexical and syntactic features work best, followed by discourse features. 

Semantic features did not help too much. A combination of all features yielded the best results on both 

datasets (within-domain).  

 

                                                           
1 https://github.com/dkpro/dkpro-tc 
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Table 1 

Accuracy (upper) and macro-averaged F1-scores (lower) for each experiment. 

  Feature types, CRF 

Dataset All Lexical Syntactic Discourse Semantic Baseline 

Within-

domain 

Teacher students 

0.52 0.48 0.49 0.40 0.35 0.36 

0.34 0.31 0.27 0.15 0.06 0.06 

Probation officers 

0.46 0.45 0.42 0.34 0.27 0.30 

0.39 0.37 0.34 0.16 0.12 0.05 

Cross-

domain 

Teacher students 

to probation 

officers 

0.18 0.16 0.20 0.03 0 0 

0.12 0.11 0.11 0.03 0 0 

Probation officers 

to teacher students 

0.20 0.19 0.23 0.20 0.21 0.23 

0.13 0.13 0.13 0.11 0.07 0.04 

 

Discussion 

Our research intended to examine (1) whether an automated classification system can be applied 

to capture SRA processes (2) across two practical domains. The automated coding system trained on 

verbal data stemming from two earlier studies resulted in relatively low accuracy rates when trained 

and tested on data from the same domain. One reason was the rather small number of instances for the 

training phase and the very uneven distribution of epistemic activities. Moreover, the text originated 

from transcribed speech where informal grammar leads to noise for some of the linguistic features we 

considered. Finally, the automated coding did not work equally well for each of the activities included 

in the coding scheme; resulting in substantial confusion between some of the epistemic classes. The 

cross-domain experiments yielded lower reliability scores. This can be explained with the overall 
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importance of lexical features (particularly for the data in Study 2) for the predictor. The performance 

of lexical features drops substantially in the cross-domain setup, which is to be expected due to the 

change of domain. The results can indicate at least moderate applicability of our automated 

classification system. However, future work should further clarify this question by including more 

training data; and more non-lexicalized features that are less prone to grammatical noise. Additionally, 

investigating verbal data from further domains could tell more about the cross-domain generalizability 

of our findings.  
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